MP has redesigned its lifts according to these new regulations, increasing
SAFETY and ACCESSIBILITY measures.
A great effort in engineering and testing made by a team of highly qualified PEOPLE has resulted in a lift that
raises the level of safety for both passengers and assembly and maintenance staff.
Standards EN 81-20: 2014 and EN 81-50: 2014, harmonized with Directive 2014/33/EU, increase the safety and
strength of materials defined in standards EN 81-1:1998+A3:2009 and EN 81-2:1998+A3:2009 in the two
aspects that should be considered in a lift:
as a vertical transport system of PEOPLE and
as a WORKPLACE for assembly and maintenance personnel.

Frequently Asked Questions: (FAQs)
Does the EN 81-20: 2014 standard affect electric lifts and EN
81-50: 2014 affect hydraulic lifts?

Does it affect modular structures and shafts where the lift is
installed?

No. Both standards apply to both hydraulic and electric lifts and
are divided as follows:

Yes. The new standards will give a more detailed and demanding
definition of requirements to be met by shafts in walls, floors and
roofs. It also affects glass, which must be laminated.

EN 81-20: 2014. Safety rules for the construction and
installation of lifts. Lifts for the transport of people and goods.
Part 20: lifts for people and people and goods.
EN 81-50: 2014. Safety rules for the construction and
installation of lifts. Part 50: Rules for design, calculations,
inspections and tests of lift components.
Does it affect lift platforms?
It depends on the speed with which they are designed. Up to s =
0.15 m/s they can be considered machines and Machinery
Directive 2006/42/EC applies to them. If the speed is greater
than 0.15 m/s, they are considered lifts and it does apply to
them.

What should I do if I'm planning new building work?
MP recommends beginning planning by applying the new standards
EN 81-20: 2014 and EN 81-50: 2014. If for some reason the lift
cannot be legalized before 31 August 2017, the adaptation of a lift
according to EN 81-1: 1998+A3: 2009 or EN 81-2: 1998+A3: 2009
or the new standards will be complicated and costly. This adaptation
may even require changes in shaft measurements.
What should I do if I am planning modifications to a lift in an
existing building?
The new regulations apply to new lifts to be put into operation. It
does not apply to lifts in operation or lifts that are not fully replaced
by a new one.

Does it affect goods lifts, bed lifts and car lifts?
Yes, just as EN 81-1/2: 1998 + A3: 2009 did before.
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Car handrail: avoid the risk of falls
Increased mechanical strength and height
according to the distance to the shaft wall.
Skirting board on outer edge of cabin roof.

Shaft Lighting (in any car position)
Min. 50 lux at floor level in work spaces.
Min. 20 lux in other areas.

Car
New car resistance and flammability requirements.
New criteria for measuring the useful car area that
increase its space.

Protection of pulleys and ropes against leaving the
grooves
Increases protection for maintenance personnel
and user.

Car lighting
Min. 100 lux measured at a height of 1 m above
ground and 5 lux, minimum, for emergency light.

Safety area on car roof
Increases safety area for maintenance work.
Alarm start button (EN81-28) operable from the
refuge area for maintenance personnel.

UCM (uncontrolled car movement)
The system that prevents uncontrolled car
movements as a safety component according to
Directive 2014/33/EU is considered.

Toe guard shoe
Increased car toe guard shoe resistance.

Doors
Greater resistance in landing and car doors.
Car door locking device to prevent egress of
passengers from inside the car.
Greater passenger protection against blows.
Floor door release option from the pit.

Guides
New calculation of guides that considers building
situation.
Steel wires
New traction drive calculation requirements for
cases of counterweights and empty cars that get
stuck.

Pit safety refuge area
Increased safety for maintenance.
Pit stairs
New safety requirements.
Shaft inspection box
Protection against electric shock and against
direct contact
The degree of protection for maintenance
personnel is increased
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